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With 21 centuries high technology advancing by leaps and bounds, network-
rization digitized times already approaches. With the fact that the computer
makes horizontal great-leap-forward development, video frequency has played
with it's aesthetic tableau of color , music of melody pleasant to listen to has
attracted much the crowd who consumes, not only game music being able to set
off atmosphere by contrast, the atmosphere building a vivid game, can let game
person gain more delight in game moreBe culture's turn to think: That the effect
and game shutting out the voice of effect after development of science and
technology, the composer enter the game music field are changed by numerous
mentality is the agent that video frequency game develops.
Game music early, the game host computer volume is huge, need a large space,
the hardware cost is exorbitant, cause can not be placed in the game music
resources at the same time to develop excellent sound bearing hardware. Due to
the rapid development of science and technology, the game machine from the
mono development into multiple channels, multiple audio formats, for samples
stored to provide a great space. Game music with pop music classification, its
interior has been greatly improved.The 1994 game music in an advanced stage,
namely the newindustrial chain stage
Game music development process, for the follow-up production music is very
helpful, because it is the type of constantly updated, at the same time can
produce music types become music video, better, more innovative. Game music
for the video game development a major role as well as in the game music
development process needs to pay attention question. The music element in the
video game music played what specific role, on the effects of video games are
what effect, at the same time, how to make the video game music is more rich,













         






























[16]Qiao qi Mu.Ernst Behrendt,“The word is sound,the sound universe of sound and sense of scene.”the
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